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Your Exellencies, Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, Delegates and

distinguish guests!

It is my great pleasure to greet all Summit participants here' I

appreciate the hospitality and perfect organization of the event' as well

as this opportunity to reflect a number of topical areas of further

development of water and energy industry of Central Asia'

Let me express confidence that such a large-scale Summit like

this, is a strong tool and a mandatory condition for erasing borders and

achieving mutual understanding between countries, regions' and

continents. This is the only case in, which any changes are feasible'

It is a well-known fact that water power engineering is most

effective in mountainous areas' and irrigation is most effective on

flatlands. Mutual trade of electricity and agricultural products is one of

the ways of an integrated approach'

Unfortunatelv, water and energy policies in Central Asia are

implemented separately from each other' The problem is that water is

the same resource used for various purposes' Kyrgyzstan uses water

for power generation whereas downstream countries do this for

irrigation. Furthermore' energy resources (natural gas' oil and

petroleum products, coal) and water resources are considered as two

autonomous sources of energY.



I would like also to stress that today, 90Yo of Kyrgyzstan's water

resources are used by the downstream states, while the country bears

sole responsibility for all expenses for the maintaining the water

facilities in technically sound state.

Joint development and implementation of prospective plans on

the use of water and energy resources with steady swap of energy

resources could significantly improve the conditions of firm energy

and water supply to consumers, and prevent crisis situations.

In this regard, the Kyrgyz Republic applies all reasonable efforts

to reach multilateral long-term agreement among the central Asian

countries. The only way we see here is multilateral negotiations,

compromises and reciprocal concessions to assure mutually beneficial

cooperation in the interests of all countries in the region. In this matter,

we hope for help and support from the international community'

Thaxk vou for vour attention.


